User Success Story:
How engineers from asset management
improved the reliability of a power transformer.

Problem: High maintenance costs for power
transformer due to inexplicable malfunc�on
Asset managers of a transmission provider company were forced to
shut down a power transformer a�er an ongoing malfunc�on. The
severity of the incident posed a significant threat to the transformer’s
health, and thus, its expected remaining life�me. Replacement costs
for such assets are enormous. Thus, the asset managers had to find
out the reasons of failure, and how to avoid them in the future.
From on-site inspec�ons, hypotheses could be formed, but the actual
causes were not clear. Thankfully, numerous sensors had been
installed, recording the opera�ng condi�ons in high resolu�on. The
asset managers were hoping the data would tell them more, but they
had no means to analyze it effec�vely.

Highlights
Analyzed root-cause for
malfunc�ons of a cri�cal
power transformer
Used feature engineering
with integrated formula
engine & automa�c search
for relevant sensors
High performance analysis
of large sensor data

Need: Understanding root-causes of asset
malfunc�on from complex opera�on data
The asset managers had access to the transformer’s sensor �me
series, as well as recordings of control parameters of the opera�on. A
key goal was to understand during which opera�ng condi�ons the
transformer’s health had suffered the most. Ideally, learnings could
be transferred to other similar transformers as well.
Their idea was to compare the period right before the incident with
periods of regular opera�on for all the available �me series.
Moreover, the experts assumed that derived metrics and features
would need to be extracted from the raw values to fully understand
the problem. With their exis�ng tools, they did not feel equipped well
for this type of advanced root-cause analysis.
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Benefits
Increased life expectancy of
a cri�cal power transformer
by an es�mated 5 to 8 years
Prolonged and more reliable
resource u�liza�on through
data-driven insights

Solu�on: Find root-cause by comparing �me
periods & automa�c search for relevant sensors
The asset managers decided to use Visplore for inves�ga�ng the
data. Its standard tools for viewing trends and correla�ons in the
�me series quickly enabled them to check their ini�al hypotheses.
Moreover, Visplore’s integrated func�onality for comparing �me
periods revealed sensors that were significantly different during the
malfunc�on compared to the periods of regular opera�on.
As suspected, the root-cause was not easy to explain from the raw
observa�ons alone. It was necessary to compute addi�onal derived
indicators using �me-shi�s, deriva�ves, moving averages, and other
custom calcula�ons. Visplore’s integrated formula editor supported
performing these calcula�ons effec�vely. From hundreds of
computed indicators, Visplore automa�cally presented the asset
managers the most relevant ones for explaining the malfunc�on.

“Visplore is recognised and
in use as a central strategic
so�ware for data analy�cs
throughout the company.“
Coordinator of Renewable Energy,
Transmission System Operator

Result: Insights to operate the cri�cal power
transformer up to 8 years longer
Visplore enabled the asset managers to perform a data-based rootcause analysis for the first �me by themselves. Par�cularly harmful
opera�ng condi�ons were iden�fied, and useful indicators were
established that would allow them to monitor the asset’s health
more effec�vely in the future.
In addi�on, they gained a be�er understanding by valida�ng or
falsifying their hypotheses for a be�er opera�on of their assets in
general. Overall, managing the complex task of troubleshoo�ng the
transformer prolonged the life expectancy of the transformer by
around 5 to 8 years with a posi�ve impact on other assets as well.
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